
Memory Aid Apps 
 

Name Details Cost 

Cogmed RM 

 

Cogmed Working Memory Training is a research-based, clinically 
proven computer-based program designed to improve memory 
capacity through targeted, regimented exercises. Cogmed RM, for 
school-aged children, consists of 25 computerised training sessions, 
each 30-45 minutes long. These training sessions involve a variety of 
game-like working memory tasks that are fun and engaging. 
 

Free 

Popplet 
 

Popplet is a simple and easy-to-use brainstorming app that helps users 
develop stronger organisational, memory, and writing skills. Similar to 
mind mapping, Popplet works using a series of squares linked together 
by an arrow aptly called the “linker.” 

Free 

LumiKids Park 

 

Lumosity has millions of people using its main brain-training app, but 
LumiKids Park was strictly for kids: a series of simple, colourful 
educational mini-games to help them practise core skills like sorting, 
paying attention and visual-motor coordination. 

Free 

Bitsboard 

 

Over 25 powerful mini games/study modes including:  
Flashcards, Photo Touch, Memory Cards, Match Up, Word Builder, 
Sentence Builder, Spelling Bee, BINGO, Letter Tracing game, 
Sequencing game, Related items game, Word Search game, 
Crosswords game and many more. 

Free 

Monster Hunt 
Memory Game 
 

This is a simple and really effective app aimed at developing attention 
and concentration skills, and improving working memory. You get a 
few seconds to view where the monsters are hidden and then have to 
click on their hiding places.  The difficulty grows, the better you get!  

Free 

Memory Block 

 

This app promotes the development of visual memory through 
following the lights as they flash in sequence. It also uses sounds to 
support the learner and repetition to reinforce the sequences.  

Free 

What’s 
Different? 

 

Provides the child with 4 images and they need to select the odd one 
out.  Some are obvious but others can really get you thinking.  It also 
can lead to some interesting discussion as the child supports their 
reasoning.   

Free 

 

 

 

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/lumikids-park-by-lumosity/id934603970?mt=8


Fine/Gross Motor Control Skills 
 

My Colouring 
Book 

Promotes motor control Free 

Color Dots 

 

A visual tracking activity of capturing colored dots. Free 

Motion of a 
Finger  

 

A visual motor game requiring accuracy and speed while following a 
series of 15 different pathways that increase in difficulty. The app is 
a  Game Center app but did not require creating a user name or 
password to sign in. 

Free 

Pocket Pond 

 

Provides an interactive method of tapping and sliding to add fish or 
food and make the fish move. Also used for working on eye-hand 
coordination and timing skills with students Pocket pond not only has 
calming effects but provides fine motor skill development as well. 
 
 
 

Free 


